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Abstract
In this paper, a method has been developed for estimating pitch angle, roll angle and
aircraft body rates based on horizon detection and temporal tracking using a forward-
looking camera, without assistance from other sensors. Using an image processing front-end,
we select several lines in an image that may or may not correspond to the true horizon. The
optical ow at each candidate line is calculated, which may be used to measure the body rates
of the aircraft. Using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), the aircraft state is propagated
using a motion model and a candidate horizon line is associated using a statistical test
based on the optical ow measurements and the location of the horizon. Once associated,
the selected horizon line, along with the associated optical ow, is used as a measurement
to the EKF.
To test the accuracy of the algorithm, two ights were conducted, one using a highly dynamic
Uninhabited Airborne Vehicle (UAV) in clear ight conditions and the other in a human-
piloted Cessna 172 in conditions where the horizon was partially obscured by terrain, haze
and smoke. The UAV ight resulted in pitch and roll error standard deviations of 0:42 and
0:71 respectively when compared with a truth attitude source. The Cessna ight resulted
in pitch and roll error standard deviations of 1:79 and 1:75 respectively. The benets of
selecting and tracking the horizon using a motion model and optical ow rather than naively
relying on the image processing front-end is also demonstrated.
1 Introduction
One of the most important capabilities of any autonomous system is the ability to robustly estimate its
state vector (i.e position, attitude, velocity). The estimation of position and attitude is a task that { in
recent years { has attracted considerable eorts from researchers. Now that cameras are common payload
on an Uninhabited Airborne Vehicle (UAV), whether specically required for its mission or for regulatory
reasons such as collision avoidance (Lai et al., 2010), there is the opportunity to exploit visual information
for navigation, whether to augment traditional sensors such as GNSS or inertial sensors, or to provide a
navigation solution in its own right.
Since payload space is often at a premium on a UAV, a platform may not be equipped with redundant
attitude and navigation sensors to guard against failure in the primary navigation and control suite. At its
most extreme, a very small platform may not have any attitude or navigation sensors at all, relying entirely on
ground-based processing of transmitted images for navigation and control (Todorovic and Nechyba, 2005).
Our motivation is to exploit vision information to determine attitude independently of other sensors to
provide either redundancy or integrity, especially if a camera and associated computing hardware is already
tted for another purpose.
Vision-based navigation or attitude solutions, like any integration-based solution, suers from drift unless
external measurements are used (Chiuso et al., 2002), or information about the scene is exploited. For an
aircraft operating at sucient altitude, various authors have scene information from the sky horizon for this
purpose (Thurrowgood et al., 2009; Todorovic and Nechyba, 2005; Cornall and Egan, 2005; Ettinger et al.,
2002; Bao et al., 2003), though the use of the horizon has also been proposed for ground robots (Cozman
et al., 2000) and surface water robots (Larson et al., 2007).
In previous approaches to the utilising horizon information, researchers have focused on the sky/ground
segmentation stage as a means to improve the a posteriori attitude estimation. In this paper, we propose an
approach which exploits the temporal information given by an optical ow algorithm to reduce false matches
when a number of candidate horizon lines are detected in an image. The use of temporal information has been
explicitly avoided by authors in the past for fear of locking onto a false match (Bao et al., 2003; Todorovic
et al., 2003). A sky/ground segmentation stage, regardless of its implementation, can be susceptible to
falsely detecting the horizon if an image characteristic expected by the segmentation algorithm is present
in an image. The solution proposed in this paper is not to naively choose the most likely output from the
segmentation algorithm, but to associate a candidate based on the motion properties of the aircraft and the
observed optical ow.
In this work we highlight the following contributions to the eld of horizon-based attitude determination.
Firstly, an emphasis is placed on the estimation of the actual attitude states, rather than other metrics
such as correct detections (Bao et al., 2003) or an empirical measure of deviation from straight and level
(Ettinger et al., 2002). Secondly, particular attention is paid to the use of temporal information to reduce
false matches. Thirdly, thorough experimentation and data analysis is presented from two dierent aerial
platforms evaluating the accuracy of the algorithm under dierent conditions.
The paper is organised as follows. Firstly, a brief survey on published horizon detection approaches are
presented, along with their limitations and drawbacks. Following this, a simple image processing front-
end for detecting candidate horizon lines is developed. Next, the framework for deriving the attitude and
body rates from the horizon is presented. Finally, results are presented for processing real images sequences
captured during ight testing of a Cessna 172 and a small xed-wing UAV.
1.1 Vision Based Attitude Estimation
In the last decade, considerable eort has been devoted to vision-based methods for navigation and control,
with the one the primary motivations being to reduce or eliminate the reliance on GPS for navigation
(Kim and Sukkarieh, 2005), with attitude estimation often a necessary by-product. Vision-based navigation
schemes include Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) (Kim and Sukkarieh, 2005), the closely-
related Structure from Motion (SFM) problem (Chiuso et al., 2002), terrain-based navigation (Lerner et al.,
2006) and navigation based on feature recognition (Kais et al., 2004). Such approaches all their advantages
and disadvantages - SFM will drift without bound (Chiuso et al., 2002), which SLAM attempts to overcome
with the re-recognition of features to constrain the state estimates (Kim and Sukkarieh, 2005). However, if
no features are re-observed (such as en-route navigation of aircraft) then the benets of SLAM over SFM
are lost. The terrain and feature-based approach of Lerner and Kais respectively do not suer from drift
(subject to the distinctiveness of the terrain or features), but require storage and maintenance of terrain or
feature databases.
Another approach to the exploiting vision has focused on augmenting GPS and/or Inertial navigation with
vision-based measurements. For example, Andersen (Andersen and Taylor, 2007) presents a method to
augment a direct GPS/INS lter with a homography estimate and its associated covariance. Diel (Diel
et al., 2005) forgoes the use of GPS altogether and presents an Inertial Navigation System augmented by the
epipolar constraint, which has been shown to drastically reduce the drift in the navigation solution, without
the overhead of maintaining landmarks as a SLAM solution is required to do.
Our desire is explicitly not to fuse additional sensors with vision information; in doing so, we allow vision-
based measurements to serve as a backup to an attitude sensing system in the event of hardware failure, or
to monitor the integrity1 which can only be done if (potentially corrupt) measurements from other sensors
are not used.
Using vision alone will present its own problems; our goal is to explore and overcome some of the problems
of existing approaches. By using information about the scene itself, we may be able to overcome one or
more of these limitations. For aircraft operating at sucient altitude, the sky horizon intuitively oers a
means of determining pitch and roll, as is qualitatively used on a daily basis by human pilots operating
aircraft in visual meteorological conditions. Indeed, horizon detection-derived attitude estimation has been
successfully used to autonomously control a Micro Airborne Vehicle (MAV) (Ettinger et al., 2002; Todorovic
and Nechyba, 2005).
The main approaches identied in literature to the horizon detection problem have been; wedgelet- (and
derivative) based sky/ground segmentation (Todorovic and Nechyba, 2005), colour-based separation ap-
proaches (Cornall and Egan, 2005; Thurrowgood et al., 2009) and an edge detection based method proposed
in (Bao et al., 2003).
Todorovic et.al. (Todorovic and Nechyba, 2005; Todorovic et al., 2003) treat the horizon detection problem
as a subset of image segmentation. The authors use a wedgelet-derived method known as Multistage Linear
Discriminate Analysis (MLDA), designed to extract an \edge" between clusters of data. The MLDA approach
was shown to outperform both the standard wedgelet and wavelet techniques and is able to run in real-time
at 30Hz on downsampled images using a groundstation for processing.
1Loosely, that is to say whether the state estimate is within bounds of its stated uncertainty
The Todorovic algorithm is specically targeted to control applications, with the error signal for the control
feedback loop being the \pitch percentage" present in the image, rather than an explicit estimate of the pitch
and roll angles. Horizon detection is performed on a frame-by-frame basis, with temporal tracking of the
horizon deliberately avoided to prevent locking onto an incorrectly determined horizon in a previous frame.
Cornall and Egan (Cornall and Egan, 2005) use a simple method where the horizon is approximated as a
threshold of the blue colour plane, using Otsu's method (Otsu, 1975) and k-means clustering to determine
the optimal threshold. The motivation of using simple techniques is to implement the algorithm on a small
microcontroller. Other approaches for detecting possible horizons aim for sky-ground segmentation based
on choosing an \optimal" colourspace from training data, such as in (Thurrowgood et al., 2009). They
introduce the notion of tting horizon points into viewsphere vectors for simple implementation into existing
calibrated imaging systems.
Bao et. al. (Bao et al., 2003) use a similar approach to the image processing front-end presented in this
paper. A Laplacian of Gaussian technique is used to enhance the edges and suppress noise, followed by an
Otsu-like technique for determining a threshold to extract lines from the image. A Hough transform-like
technique is then used to derive a \projection statistic" to determine the horizon position. The algorithm's
speed is increased by using information from prior frames to reduce the search range over the image. The
claimed accuracy of the algorithm is 99.9% over \several" hours of collected video, but does not state the
success criterion, nor does it elaborate on where the horizon failed to be correctly detected.
Closest to that presented in this paper is the work by Gupta et.al. (Gupta and Brennan, 2008), who match
an extracted horizon prole from a visual image against a horizon prole generated from a Digital Elevation
Model (DEM) and fuse this information with an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). From the matched
observations, pitch, roll and yaw parameters are estimated. The algorithm relies on an initial estimate of
the state of the vehicle and gyro measurements are available. In clear conditions, the algorithm gives very
good results with errors of 0:5  in roll and 0:26  in pitch. However, it remains untested where the horizon
is obscured through haze or other objects.
In this paper, we have no need for an IMU and do not need to store and process a digital elevation model.
We also show through several examples that the algorithm is robust to a partially obscured horizon and is
not easily deceived by other strong features in an image.
2 Image Processing Front-end
The image processing front-end used in this paper was developed after noting that the horizon tends to be
correlated in all image planes, whereas sky or ground clutter tends to be localised to individual planes, even
where the horizon is partially obscured by haze or smoke. Our approach aims to enhance any boundary that
may exist between the sky and ground before detecting potential lines in the image.
To enhance the boundary between the sky and the ground, we perform morphological smoothing on each
of the red, blue and green planes in an image (Gonzalez and Woods, 2002). We then perform Sobel edge
detection on each of the smoothed images and dilate the results. The individual dilated edge maps are
combined with a binary AND operation. The combined edge map undergoes a binary AND operation with
the original red plane edge map to improve the localisation of the horizon. A Hough transform is then
applied to attempt to detect any lines that exist in the image. Details of the front-end along with multiple
examples discussion on the results can be found in (Dusha et al., 2007).
The image processing front-end will also detect strong lines elsewhere in an image, such as from a road or
the edge of a runway. Therefore, it is essential to lter the possible horizons based on other properties. In
this paper, we use optical ow for this purpose, as explained in subsequent sections.
3 Horizon-Based Attitude Estimation
Regardless of implementation, an image processing front-end may produce one correct match, one false
match, several possible matches or possibly no match at all. The front-end may or may not provide additional
information as to the likelihood of a correct match for each candidate. In order not to couple the attitude
estimator to a specic front-end implementation (other than the front-end providing candidate lines), we
assume there is no further information about each candidate match from the front-end itself.
In the following paragraphs, we show how pitch, roll and the three body rates may be extracted from the
location of the horizon line in the image and how one may associate one of several candidate horizon lines
with the actual lter, or indeed, not match any line if no suitable candidate exists.
3.1 The Horizon Attitude Estimation Problem
In this problem, we dene attitude as the rotation between the camera-xed (\body") frame and the locally-
level (\world") frame. We assume that the camera frame is aligned and coincident with the body frame of the
aircraft and therefore may be used interchangeably. The world coordinate frame is dened to be coincident
with the origin of the local tangent frame at the point where the aircraft's gravity vector intersects with the
Earth's surface. That is, the aircraft is assumed to be directly above the world coordinate frame, as is shown
in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Coordinate System for the Horizon Problem
The camera-xed coordinate system is dened with the origin at the focal point of a forward-looking projec-
tive camera, with the z-axis aligned with the optical axis through the image plane, the x-axis increasing with
columns in the image plane and the y-axis completing the right-hand coordinate system. Our denitions of
pitch, roll and yaw are modied from the standard aerospace denitions (Groves, 2007) to conform to this
axis convention, using the yaw-pitch-roll rotation sequence, i.e.
xc = Rz()Rx()Ry( )x
w = Rcwx
w (1)
where Rcw is the rotation from the world frame to the camera frame and the superscript of w denotes a
vector expressed in the world frame, and c denotes a vector expressed in the camera frame. In this problem,
yaw  is unobservable and the rotation matrix about the y-axis is set to the identity matrix for purposes of
analysis.
We approximate the horizon as a point dw and a line lw tangential to the secant where the true horizon
recedes from view and can therefore be described as:
dw =

x 0 d
T
(2)
lw =

1 0 0
T
(3)
Furthermore, we assume that the local terrain is level and therefore the ground plane (on which the horizon
lies on) is therefore perpendicular to the position vector and direction of the line. We can therefore dene a
surface normal nw as:
nw =

0 1 0
T
(4)
Since the camera is directly above the origin of the world coordinate system, the position of the camera rw
can be described as:
rw =

0  h 0
T
(5)
where h is the altitude of the aircraft above the ground. Therefore, an arbitrary point on the horizon xw
may be expressed as:
dw = xw + rw = Rwc x
c + rw (6)
The horizon, when projected onto the image plane of the camera, forms a line on the image plane that can
be described by a point uc and a direction vector mc:
mc =

mx my 0
T
(7)
uc =

u v f
T
(8)
where u and v are the x- and y-coordinates (in distance units) along the image plane, f is the focal length
of the camera and my=mx describes the gradient of the line.
Since the horizon line lies on the surface of the ground plane, we may state:
nw  dw = 0 (9)
Substituting Equation 6 into 9 yields:
nw  (Rwc xc + rw) = 0 (10)
Similarly, noting that the direction vector of the horizon line is perpendicular to the surface normal and
performing a similar substitution yields:
nw  lw = nw  (Rwc lc) = 0 (11)
Equations 10 and 11 are in the form of the line-plane correspondence problem in (Chen, 1991). Introducing
the equations for a projective perspective camera:
u =
266664
u
v
f
377775 = fZ
266664
X
Y
Z
377775 = fZ xc (12)
Substituting 12 into 10 and manipulating, we may solve for roll angle (Dusha et al., 2007):
 = arctan
 my
mx

(13)
Which is the intuitive result that the roll angle is dependant on the gradient of the horizon line on the image
plane. Similarly, it can be shown that substituting 12 into 11 and following the same methodology yields:
 = arctan

 hf + ud sin() + vd cos()
df + uh sin() + vh cos()

(14)
If the distance to the horizon is much greater than the height of the aircraft (that is, d >> h ) then the
expression for the pitch angle reduces to:
 = arctan

u sin() + v cos()
f

(15)
Which is dependant on the roll angle, focal length and the position on the image plane that the horizon falls.
3.2 Body Rate Estimates from Optical Flow on the Horizon Line
In addition to the horizon, information about the state of the platform can be derived from optical ow. In
particular, optical ow is dependant upon the angular rates of the platform, the velocity of the platform and
the distance to any features observed.
Dierentiating Equation 12 and expressing in matrix form:
_u =
f( _XZ   _ZX)
Z2
=
f
Z

_X   X
Z
_Z

(16)
_v =
f( _Y Z   _ZY )
Z2
=
f
Z

_Y   Y
Z
_Z

(17)
And taking the time derivative of Equation 6:
_xc = _Rcw(X
w   rw) +Rcw

_Xw   _rw

(18)
Substituting Equations 16 into 18 and rearranging yields the classic optical ow equations (Adiv, 1989):
264 _u
_v
375 = f
Z
264 1 0  uf
0 1  vf
375
266664
_rx
w
_ry
w
_rz
w
377775 +
264 uvf  (f + u2f ) v
(f + v
2
f )
 uv
f  u
375
266664
!x
!y
!z
377775 (19)
If the observed point lies on the horizon, then Z will be large and the translatory component will be negligible.
In this instance, Equation 19 reduces to:
264 _u
_v
375 =
264 uvf  (f + u2f ) v
(f + v
2
f )
 uv
f  u
375
266664
!x
!y
!z
377775 (20)
An example of this phenomena can be seen in Figure 2, where the aircraft has just lifted o from the runway.
The candidate horizon lines are shown in red and the optical ow vectors are shown in blue, with the vectors
magnied by a factor of 30. On the horizon (Figure 2(a)), it can be seen that the optical ow has a small
rotational component and little other motion. In the second frame, where the edge of the runway has been
(a) Optical Flow on Horizon (b) Optical ow on Runway Edge. Note
the translational motion on the ground com-
pared to the sky
Figure 2: Optical ow vectors on candidate horizon lines
detected as a possible candidate, it can be seen that there is a large translatory component on the edge of
the runway itself that is not evident on the part of the line in the sky.
4 Estimation, Temporal Tracking and Data Association
As shown in Figure 2, the image processing front-end can be susceptible to falsely detecting the horizon
if a strong line or edge is detected in an image. Consequently, additional information must be utilised to
distinguish the true horizon in the image apart from spurious responses that may occur from time to time.
The solution we propose is to compare the optical ow on each of the candidate horizon lines with the optical
ow one would expect based on a motion model of the aircraft, as detailed in the following sections.
4.1 The Attitude Estimation Filter
We choose the state vector of the aircraft to consist of the roll angle , pitch angle  and body rates of
the aircraft. We assume the motion model to be a non-linear Markov process, perturbed by uncorrelated
zero-mean Gaussian noise. Similarly, we assume that the measurements are a non-linear function of the
state, corrupted by uncorrelated zero-mean Gaussian noise. That is:
x(k + 1) = f(k;x(k)) + (k) (21)
z(k) = h(k;x(k)) +w(k) (22)
Where x(k) is the state vector of the vehicle and (k) is an uncorrelated zero-mean Gaussian random vector
with diagonal covariance matrix Q(k), z(k) is the measurement vector at time k and w is a zero-mean
Gaussian noise vector with a diagonal covariance matrix R(k).
The non-linear process model we employ is a simple constant velocity model perturbed by random accel-
erations2. If we assume that the body rates are approximately constant over the sampling interval t and
apply a rst-order integration, then the state transition equations are:
266666666664
(k + 1)
(k + 1)
!x(k + 1)
!y(k + 1)
!z(k + 1)
377777777775
=
2666666666664
(k) + t

_(k)

(k) + t

_(k)

!x(k)
!y(k)
!z(k)
3777777777775
+
266666666664
(k)
(k)
!x(k)
!y (k)
!z (k)
377777777775
(23)
Where:
_(k) = (!x(k) sin((k)) tan ((k)) + !y(k) cos ((k)) tan ((k)) + !z(k)) (24)
_(k) = !x(k) cos((k))  !y(k) sin ((k)) (25)
The measurement equations consist of the direct observations of the pitch and roll from the horizon and i
optical ow observations on the horizon. Therefore, the measurement vector z(k) is of length 2(i+1) and is
related to the states via the linear equations:
26666666666666666666666664
(k)
(k)
_u1(k)
_v1(k)
_u2(k)
_v2(k)
:::
_ui(k)
_vi(k)
37777777777777777777777775
=
26666666666666666666666664
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 u1v1f  (f + u
2
1
f ) v1
0 0 (f +
v21
f )
 u1v1
f  u1
0 0 u2v2f  (f + u
2
2
f ) v2
0 0 (f +
v22
f )
 u2v2
f  u2
:::
0 0 uivif  (f + u
2
i
f ) vi
0 0 (f +
v2i
f )
 uivi
f  ui
37777777777777777777777775
266666666664
(k)
(k)
!x(k)
!y(k)
!z(k)
377777777775
(26)
2Any motion model could have been chosen as long as it is consistent with the expected motion of the platform
Since the process model is non-linear, we use the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) as the estimator. The
EKF requires the Jacobian of the process model, which is readily calculated using a software package such
as the symbolic toolbox in MATLAB. The prediction and update equations follow the well-known Joseph
form of the EKF (Bar-Shalom et al., 2001).
4.2 Data Association
Our objective is to choose from one of several horizon line candidates based on the measurements on the
candidate compared with the expected motion of the aircraft. Since this is provided directly by the innovation
vector of the Kalman Filter (along with a measure of uncertainty in the innovation covariance), we are able
to perform the data association in the innovation space. The association metric used is the Normalised
Innovation Square, dened as (Bar-Shalom et al., 2001):
(k) = (k)TS(k) 1(k) (27)
Where  is the innovation vector and S is the innovation covariance matrix. If the innovation vector is white
and Gaussian, then  is a chi-squared random variable with degrees of freedom equal to the length of .
Hence, if there is unmodelled motion contained in the observations (e.g. a translational component), then
the resulting test statistic will be large, corresponding to a small p-value.
We choose to associate the highest p-value candidate as the actual horizon line. Furthermore, to reduce the
impact of the horizon not being visible in the image (or otherwise being an unlikely match), we can choose
not to associate a measurement at all if the p-value is below a threshold. In this case, the next state is
predicted from the previous state with a corresponding increase in the state covariance.
5 Implementation and Experimental Results
We have implemented the algorithm using a combination of C++, OpenCV, CUDA and MATLAB. The
image processing front-end is implemented in OpenCV. Optical ow is calculated using OpenCV or CUDA,
depending on algorithm. The attitude algorithm itself, including the EKF and data association is imple-
mented in MATLAB.
In this set of experiments, we benchmark the attitude accuracy of algorithm using two datasets, one collected
using a Cessna 172 (the Airborne Systems Laboratory, or \ASL") and the other collected using a small
autonomous UAV (\Flamingo").
5.1 The Optical Flow Algorithms
We use two optical ow algorithms for each dataset - the Anisotropic Huber-L1 Optical Flow algorithm (\L1")
implemented using CUDA (Werlberger et al., 2009) and the Lucas Kanade Pyramidal (\LKP") optical ow
method using the OpenCV libraries. These particular implementations were chosen because they have
publicly-available implementations and their performance is well documented by the Middlebury database
(Baker et al., 2009). Werlberger's implementation rates amongst the best submitted to the database, whereas
the LKP algorithm is currently ranked near the bottom. Neither algorithm is yet suitable for dense fast-rate
( > 10Hz) on 1024x768 images, but faster hardware and intelligent selection of the optical ow vectors may
make it possible in the future3.
5.2 The ASL Dataset
The Airborne Systems Laboratory (ASL) is a Cessna 172 owned and operated by ARCAA, modied to carry
a range of sensors and equipment (Greer et al., 2010). The position and attitude truth source for the aircraft
is provided by a NovAtel SPAN System, which computes a tightly-coupled GPS/INS solution with a claimed
accuracy of 0:015(1) in pitch and roll at 100Hz. In addition to the tted sensors, the ASL carries a client
payload that can change between missions (Figure 3(b)).
5.2.1 The ASL Data Collection System
To collect airborne image data, we developed a client payload for the ASL, with the explicit aim of capturing
images synchronised to GPS measurements. The payload consists of several components: (1) A commodity
x86 computer running Ubuntu 9.04; (2) A NovAtel OEMV-1 GPS receiver supplying time and position
data and a 1 pulse-per-second (1PPS) signal; (3) Two Point Grey Flea Cameras; (4) Custom electronics
for triggering the cameras at the desired frame rate, synchronised to the 1PPS signal; and (5) Custom
shock-mounting for the equipment and housed in a standard 19" aluminium rackmount case.
The system is capable of capturing 2x IIDC cameras each with a resolution of 1024x768 at a rate of 30Hz
using the open-source Videography software package (Dusha, 2009). The 1PPS signal is timestamped by
3Werlberger's algorithm takes roughly 5 seconds for a 1024x768 colour image on a NVIDIA GTX275 and the LKP algorithm
takes approximately 1 minute on an AMD Phenom II X4 810 processor
(a) Airborne Systems Laboratory Cessna 172 (b) ASL Payload rack, including the NovAtel
SPAN system and client equipment
Figure 3: The ASL and Data Collection System
the PC via the parallel port interrupt. As the external triggers are synchronised to the 1PPS signal and the
Firewire latency is well characterised, the absolute time of the images can be reconstructed post-ight.
The cameras themselves are attached to a certied bracket on the tie-down point on the right wing of the
aircraft. Details on the certication, truth system and the data collection system used in the experiment
(including Videography) is detailed by Greer (Greer et al., 2010).
5.2.2 ASL Experimental Setup
In this data collection campaign, the cameras consisted of two Point Grey Flea cameras, tted with 60 eld
of view lenses and externally triggered at 20Hz. The cameras were mounted on a certied bracket on the
right wing tie-down point, with one camera pointed forwards and the other camera pointed downwards4 as
shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Cameras mounted to the right wing strut of the Cessna 172 in accordance with the certication
documentation
4The downwards-looking camera is unused in this paper
The ight was conducted around South-East Queensland, Australia and was more than 90 minutes in du-
ration. A map of the ight shown in Figure 5. The ight started from Archereld Airport (Figure 6(a))
on Brisbane's southside and tracked north-west for the foothills of Brisbane (Figure 6(b)). A landing was
performed on an unsealed runway at Watt's Bridge, North-West of Brisbane (Figure 6(d)) before taking o
and tracking east over the Glasshouse Mountains towards the coast (Figure 6(h)). A brief period was spend
over the water (Figure 6(i)) before tracking over Brisbane back to Archereld Airport (Figures 6(n) and
6(o)). During the ight, manoeuvres typical of a light aircraft ight where performed. Note that the dataset
captures an entire mission from take-o to landing, including some taxiing to and from the runways.
Figure 5: Flight path taken for the ASL Dataset
This particular ight path was chosen to maximise the terrain variably encountered during the ight. The
foothills provide an uneven horizon prole, especially when performing low-altitude manoeuvres during the
Watt's Bridge landing, such as in Figure 6(c). The track east towards the Glasshouse Mountains is mostly
at (except for the volcanic plug \mountains"), but the horizon was signicantly obscured by bushres in
the area, as seen in Figure 6(f). When coming back inland from over the water, the coastline provides
an an excellent test of a line that may be detected as a false horizon by the image processing front-end
(Figure 6(k)). During the ight, an insect collided with the lens of the camera in Figure 6(e). All images
were calibrated using Bouguet's Camera Calibration Toolbox for MATLAB (Bouguet, 2004).
(a) Time 0s: Archereld
Taxiway
(b) Time 899s: Foothills
North-West of Brisbane
(c) Time 1785s: Distant hori-
zon obscured by local terrain
(d) Time 1988s: Take-o
from Watt's Bridge Aireld.
Note the uneven terrain pro-
le
(e) Time 2785s: Bug collision
with lens
(f) Time 2844s: Haze and in-
version layer caused by local
bushres
(g) Time 3270s: Cloud
shadow over local terrain
(h) Time 3570s: Overight of
Mt Beerwah. Note the source
of the bushre near the hori-
zon
(i) Time 3900s: Bushre
source and coastline
(j) Time 4088s: Flight over
coastal waters o Bribie Is-
land
(k) Time 4269s: Returning to
the mainland
(l) Time 4292s: Steep turn
towards the mainland over
the coast
(m) Time 4625s: Approach-
ing Brisbane with smog and
bushre haze
(n) Time 5580s: Brisbane's
outer suburbs near Archer-
eld
(o) Time 5730s: Landing on
Archerield's unsealed runway
Figure 6: Example images from the ASL Dataset with the approximate time into the ight
5.3 The Flamingo Dataset
The Flamingo, depicted in Figure 7, is a small UAV with a wingspan of 4m, based around a commercial-
o-the-shelf MicroPilot autopilot. In addition to the MicroPilot, it carries a payload consisting of a Basler
Scout camera and an associated data collection system, which is a miniaturised version of the system on the
ASL.
Figure 7: The Flamingo UAV
The dataset consists of short data sequences captured for airborne collision avoidance research (Lai et al.,
2010) and represents an opportunity to demonstrate the advantages and limitations of using data originally
intended for another purpose. In this case, the lens on the camera was congured with a narrow eld of view
(35).
The truth source for the ight consisted of a NovAtel OEMV-1 GPS receiver with a claimed position accuracy
of 1.5m 1 (NovAtel, 2010) and a Atlantic Inertial Systems SiMU04 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) with
an in-run bias stability of 8=hr for the gyros and 3mg for the accelerometers (Atlantic Inertial Systems,
2010). The measurements from the GPS and IMU are used to calculate a GPS/INS position and attitude
solution as described in Groves (Groves, 2007)5.
During the data collection session, the UAV was under autonomous control, ying in the local area in
accordance with its ight plan. Because of the small size and the mission prole of the UAV, the manoeuvres
are highly dynamic, exhibiting manoeuvres than cannot be safely performed in a light aircraft. Therefore,
this dataset represents an ideal opportunity to evaluate the performance of this algorithm under highly
dynamic conditions.
Unlike the ASL dataset, the horizon is clear and at for most of the ight. There are, however, small sections
where the horizon is not in view, or obscured by the nose cone which is visible during the entire dataset. In
Figure 8 an example image from the dataset is shown that is representative of the scene and of the attitude
that is obtained by the Flamingo during the ight sequence.
5With thanks to Duncan Greer for implementing the GPS/INS solution
Figure 8: Representative image of the Flamingo dataset
6 Attitude Estimation Performance
The test the performance of the attitude estimator, we performed a number of experiments. On both the
ASL and Flamingo dataset, two experiments were conducted - one using the L1 optical ow method and the
other with the LKP optical ow method. The aim of running the dierent test serials is to determine the
contribution from the diering optical ow on the accuracy or reliability of the algorithm.
In both of the experiments, the rotation between the camera-xed frame and the IMU frame was not
measured. Therefore, a xed angular oset will exist between each of the estimated Euler angles and the
\truth". Since the Extended Kalman Filter estimation error is approximately zero-mean (Bar-Shalom et al.,
2001), we assume that the angular oset is the mean dierence between solutions and use the Standard
Deviation as the primary measure of the accuracy of the estimate. Biases introduced by terrain, haze or
wrongly-detected horizons at dierent parts of the ight will be reected in the standard deviation.
Lastly, we briey examine the impact on the attitude estimate when using the optical-ow based detec-
tion and estimation when simply comparing against the strongest line in the image detected by the image
processing front-end.
6.1 The ASL dataset
The results for the ASL dataset are presented in Table 1. From the results, it is evident that there is a
clear dierence between the estimation performance based on the L1 optical ow method compared to the
LKP method. In particular, the body rates (which are directly related to the quality of optical ow) are
signicantly worse for LKP than the L1 implementation. This matches the expectation that having a more
accurate optical ow measurement will have an impact on the performance of the estimator.
Metric L1 Optical Flow LKP Optical Flow
Pitch  1.79 2.24
Roll  1.75 2.55
Body Rate !x 0.73 1.83
Body Rate !y 0.62 1.99
Body Rate !z 2.13 3.11
Table 1: ASL Dataset Attitude Accuracy (Standard Deviation of dierence between Estimate and Truth) in
Degrees
The plots of the attitude and attitude error are instructive. In particular, it can be seen that the error in
pitch in Figure 9(c) is high at experiment times 2700-3000 seconds, corresponding to corresponding to the
conditions shown in Figure 6(f) and again at times 3200-3500 seconds, starting with the conditions shown
in Figure 6(g) until the bushre haze starts to clear in Figure 6(h). After this time, the attitude error drops
to values closer to truth for the remainder of the ight, both over the water in Figure 6(i) and smog over
Brisbane in Figure 6(m).
As shown in Figure 9(d), roll is less problematic than pitch, although it can be seen that divergence away
from truth during the same 3200-2500 second period pitch and a smaller divergence at the same period of
2700-3000 that was problematic to pitch.
It is also worth noting the period between 1500-2100 seconds, which was the descent, approach, landing,
taxiing, take-o and climb to and from Watt's Bridge aireld as shown in Figures 6(c) and 6(d). The
sequence starts with a steep turn of more than 40 roll which can clearly be seen in Figure 9(b). A nose-
down attitude in pitch (Figure 9(a)) corresponding to the descent until the landing occurs at approximately
1900 seconds. At shortly after 2000 seconds, a steep nose-up attitude can be seen, corresponding to the
take-o from Watt's bridge. Despite the change in altitude from several thousand feet, the terrain in the
background of the images and the number of manoeuvres seen in this part of the sequence, there are no
sharp divergences seen in the error of pitch and roll although this is a gradual change of error in pitch as the
aircraft descends.
Figures 9(e) and 9(f) show the attitude errors when using LKP optical ow. There are substantial gross
errors during the Watt's Bridge part of the sequence not exhibited in the L1 results. When the aircraft is
ying over water in Figures 6(i) and 6(l) during the time period 4000-4300 seconds, the roll error substantially
worse than the rest of the dataset likely due to the the lack of texture near the horizon.
The histograms of the errors, shown in Figure 10, reveal that the errors in attitude are not entirely Gaussian.
Rather, the pitch error in Figure 10(a) suggests a multi-modal error, with additional modes located at
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(a) Pitch: ASL (L1 Optical Flow)
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(b) Roll: ASL (L1 Optical Flow)
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(c) Pitch Error: ASL (L1 Optical Flow)
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(d) Roll Error: ASL (L1 Optical Flow)
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(e) Pitch Error: ASL (LKP Optical Flow)
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(f) Roll Error: ASL (LKP Optical Flow)
Figure 9: ASL Estimates Pitch, Roll, with error plots. Note the signicantly larger errors using LKP
compared to L1
approximately  4, 8 and greater than 10. Some of these may correspond to the error periods discussed
above where another candidate horizon has been falsely associated as the true horizon is obscured by haze
or smoke. Similarly, roll in Figure 10(b) shows a heavy tail.
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Figure 10: Error Histograms - ASL dataset using L1 optical ow. Note the number of dierent clusters
outside the bulk of the errors.
The histograms of the angular rate measurements derived from optical ow are much closer to Gaussian in
shape than the pitch and roll estimates. In Figure 11, the histogram of !x calculated from calibrated L1
and LKP optical ow is shown, with the body of the LKP wider than the body of the L1. The shape of the
graph is representative of the errors in the remaining body rates, scaled by the standard deviation as listed
in Table 1. Note, however, there is a long at tail for both the L1 and the LKP results, although the LKP
tail is much more pronounced with a signicant number or errors greater than 20=s.
6.2 The Flamingo Dataset
The Flamingo dataset has a relatively straight, at and well-dened horizon when compared to the ASL
dataset, albeit with a temperature inversion layer that has the potential to confuse the front-end. The
dataset is useful as it exhibits strong manoeuvres that are generally not performed by light aircraft.
During the ight, seven sequences of images were captured, ranging in duration from 10 to 142 seconds. In
this section, we detail the results from Sequence 6, which contains many strong manoeuvres that cannot
safely be performed by the ASL. The performance of Sequence 6 is representative of the other sequences
captured, with the exception of Sequence 7 which will be discussed separately. All images are uncalibrated.
Referring to Table 2, we see that the pitch standard deviation is 0:42 and the roll standard deviation is
0:71 for the L1 optical ow method and considerably worse for the LKP optical ow method at 1:14 and
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Figure 11: Error Histograms of !x derived from L1 (left) and LKP (right) optical ow plotted on the same
scale. Note the long tail on the LKP histogram, including a number of measurements with an error of 20=s
or greater.
Metric L1 Optical Flow LKP Optical Flow
Pitch  0.42 1.14
Roll  0.71 2.24
Body Rate !x 1.55 2.10
Body Rate !y 4.44 4.29
Body Rate !z 1.43 5.60
Table 2: Flamingo Dataset Attitude Accuracy (Standard Deviation of dierence between Estimate and
Truth) in Degrees
2:24 respectively.
The dierence in the results between the L1 and LKP results can be clearly seen in Figure 12. The LKP
result exhibits divergence away from the truth at approximately 20 seconds and 40 seconds into the dataset,
and there are several instances where there are deviations in roll not seen in the L1 results. The poorer
optical ow contributes to the error both in the poorer quality angular rate measurements and erroneous
selection of the horizon as the result. The pitch and roll error histograms are shown in Figure 13. The L1
histograms, although not Gaussian in shape, do not exhibit the same long tail, multiple modes and outliers
that the LKP results do.
6.2.1 No Visible Horizon
Sequence 7 of the Flamingo dataset deserves special mention. In this sequence, the horizon drops out of
view during the sequence several times under strong manoeuvring, disappearing both above and below the
camera's view as seen in Figure 15. In Figure 14, severe errors in attitude can be seen in the sequence at 5
seconds, 20 seconds and 50 seconds with errors as much as 60. In these instances, an attitude estimate based
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(c) Pitch Error: Flamingo (L1 Optical Flow)
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(d) Roll Error: Flamingo (L1 Optical Flow)
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(e) Pitch Error: Flamingo (LKP Optical Flow)
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(f) Roll Error: Flamingo (LKP Optical Flow)
Figure 12: Flamingo Dataset - Pitch, roll, pitch error and roll error results when using L1 and LKP optical
ow
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(a) Pitch Error Histogram: Flamingo (L1 Optical
Flow)
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Figure 13: Flamingo - Attitude Error Histograms. Note that the L1 implementation has few outliers, the
LKP implementation has a signicant tail of outliers.
on horizon obviously is hazardous and misleading, with the potential for catastrophe especially considering
that the aircraft is at attitude that may be close to the allowable limits of the ight envelope.
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(a) Pitch: Flamingo Sequence 7
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(b) Roll: Flamingo Sequence 7
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(c) Pitch Error: Flamingo Sequence 7
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(d) Roll Error: Flamingo Sequence 7
Figure 14: Flamingo Sequence 7 - Extreme Attitude. Note the large errors at times 5, 20 and 50 seconds,
corresponding to where the horizon drops from view.
Figure 15: Extreme attitudes during Sequence 7 of the Flamingo where the horizon disappears from view
6.3 Horizon-Only Estimation
As part of this experiment, it is useful to consider the impact on the attitude estimate when considering
the image processing front-end alone without the inuence of the optical ow in the selection of the horizon
line. To do so, we compute the attitude using the strongest line detected by the image processing front-end
without further renement and using the motion model presented in this paper. For this purpose we used
the two datasets described before, ASL and Flamingo, respectively.
6.3.1 Horizon-Only estimation using the ASL dataset
Table 3 lists the performance of the horizon-only implementation when compared to the ltered estimate.
The most obvious and surprising feature of the table is the lower standard deviation of the horizon-only
performance in pitch.
Metric Filter Estimate Horizon Only - Temporal Tracking Horizon Only - Strongest Response
Pitch  1.79 1.82 1.50
Roll  1.75 1.83 2.02
Table 3: ASL Dataset Attitude Accuracy (Standard Deviation of dierence between Estimate and Truth) in
Degrees
It is worth examining the error plots of the horizon-only pitch and roll estimates in Figure 16 to determine
the dierence in performance. In this gure, the horizon-only estimate is coloured cyan and the lter
estimate is red. In the periods 2800-3000 seconds and near 3500 seconds, it can be seen ltered estimate is
erroneous compared to the strongest horizon response. Therefore, in this instance it can be concluded that
the performance of the lter has suered from the incorrect selection and tracking of the horizon line, adding
weight to the case that a multiple-lter approach should be considered to reduce or eliminate this problem.
Despite the better overall metric in pitch for the horizon-only case, there are clearly many instances where
the strongest response is erroneous throughout the dataset apparent with the cyan \fuzz", especially during
the critical take-o and landing phases at the start and the end of the dataset, and at the Watt's Bridge
sequence at 2000 seconds.
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Figure 16: Attitude Performance for ASL Dataset for Horizon-Only vs L1-Based Estimate
Metric Filter Estimate Horizon Only - Temporal Tracking Horizon Only - Strongest Response
Pitch  0.42 0.57 1.21
Roll  0.71 0.92 1.93
Table 4: Flamingo Dataset Attitude Accuracy (Standard Deviation of dierence between Estimate and
Truth) in Degrees
6.3.2 Horizon-Only estimation using the Flamingo dataset
In the Flamingo dataset, the horizon is clearer and much more distinct than the ASL dataset, with fewer
obstacles (such as terrain) on the horizon. Table 4 lists the results, considering only the strongest line in the
image. For both pitch and roll, the lter out-performed the horizon-only measurement by at least a factor
of two.
Examining the plots in Figure 17, one can see that the strongest line in the image indeed correspond to
the horizon for much of the sequence. In two instances once at approximately 20 seconds and again at
approximately 75 seconds, it can be seen that an incorrect line was detected, causing considerable error. In
this instance, the lter correctly associated the actual line corresponding to the horizon.
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Figure 17: Attitude Performance of the Flamingo dataset for Horizon-Only vs Estimate. Note the signicant
outliers of the horizon-only scheme.
7 Lessons Learned and Future Work
Our motivation in investigating this problem was, given the common use of a camera as a generic UAV
payload, to see how camera-derived measurements could supplement or potentially replace existing sensors
usually carried on a UAV, especially given that a human pilot can readily y without reference to atti-
tude instrumentation in a range of dierent conditions. In doing so, we sought to use information beyond
appearance-based properties that have been studied extensively in literature. There are, however, several
avenues for further work.
The algorithm performed well in clear conditions, echoing the ndings of other authors who have previously
explored the horizon problem. In non-ideal conditions where the horizon is obscured by haze and smog,
using temporal information reduced the number of instances where the strongest response from the front-
end selected the wrong horizon, especially during the critical periods of take-o and landing. However, the
fears of Todorovic (Todorovic et al., 2003) and others that temporal matching of the horizon may lead to
tracking an incorrect match was also validated, with two periods where features other than the horizon were
tracked for substantial periods during low visibility. Using a multiple-model approach where a number of
dierent horizon candidates are tracked with time may be an avenue to explore in mitigating the problem
of false matches.
Whilst we have previously shown that the front-end can run in real-time on webcam-size images on a modest
workstation (Dusha et al., 2007), the optical ow algorithms are not yet capable of real-time performance on
full-sized images, even on a GPU. It may be possible to implement the algorithm in real-time on commodity
equipment with careful selection of the points to calculate optical ow at, or to calculate the entire algorithm
on downsized images, but is not yet an approach that we have explored, nor have we evaluated the impact
of reduced-sized images on algorithm performance.
Perhaps the most interesting limitation of this work is that the algorithm in cannot constrain yaw.
Gupta (Gupta and Brennan, 2008) attempts to do so by matching the terrain prole of the horizon, but
we believe that this method would be dicult to repeat using the ASL dataset in this paper, given the
terrain prole was often not visible. Constraining yaw without feature-matching remains an interesting open
problem.
8 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a horizon detection and tracking algorithm for the express purpose of determining
the attitude of a xed-wing air vehicle. This algorithm used a front-end to detect possible horizon lines in
images, which are then evaluated based on a motion model and optical ow. The line best matching (if any)
is used as measurement to calculate pitch and roll, and the optical ow on the line is used to calculate the
body rates. We evaluated the performance of the algorithm under two ight tests - a light aircraft ight
typical of a sortie around South-East Queensland and a small UAV under autonomous ight.
Extension Media Type Description
1 Video ASL Dataset, experiment times 1769.20s to 2249.15s
2 Video ASL Dataset, experiment times 2249.20s to 3089.15s
3 Video ASL Dataset, experiment times 3089.20s to 4049.15s
4 Data ASL Dataset, NovAtel SPAN truth source in the NovAtel ASCII log format
Table 5: Index to multimedia extensions
With a clear horizon, the small UAV dataset resulted in a standard deviation of pitch and roll error of 0:42
and 0:71 respectively. The light aircraft ight, lasting more than 90 minutes with signicant terrain, haze
and smoke resulted in a standard deviation of 1:79 and 1:75 in pitch and roll respectively.
We note, however, that there is scope to improve the algorithm. Firstly, it was shown that an incorrect
horizon line can still be associated and tracked, if it suciently matches the motion model of the aircraft,
especially if the false match is already close to the true horizon and therefore the optical ow will have little
inuence from translational motion. A multiple model approach, tracking the various candidates over time
may assist in overcoming the problem of false horizon matches.
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Appendix A: ASL Dataset Multimedia Appendix
Accompanying this paper are sections of the ASL dataset between experiment times 1769.2s and 4049.15s,
including the truth position and attitude sources. Experiment time 0s corresponds to a GPS time of 1550
weeks and 94521.0 seconds in the truth logs. All videos have been compressed using a H.264 encoder at a
frame rate of 20Hz.
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